48	THE   WORLD   OF   HESIOD
we need not be surprised to find many old magical rites and
usages creeping back out of dark corners, to take their place
in the new settled " medieval " society even in the beliefs
of kings.
Let us hear, then, some of Hesiod's precepts :—
" Do not pour a libation to the gods with unwashen hands,
or they will not hear your prayer " ; a very natural idea,
and one, incidentally, which is countenanced by Homer,
where Hektor refuses to pour a libation when bloodstained
from manslaying in battle.1 " Do not cross a river without
uttering a prayer, gazing into the clear water, and washing
your hands. Who crosses a river unwashed of hands and evil-
ness, with him the gods are angry, and give him grief there-
after." Do not use a new vessel for eating or washing till
you have performed due rites over it—till it has been blessed,
in fact—" for there is doom in that also." " And never
put the ladle above the mixing-bowl when men are drinking ;
for dire fate attends on that." The point of this is in the wide-
spread prejudice against laying one thing across another,
from a feeling that by doing so you are " crossing or thwarting
the free course of things ".2 Hence, probably, the widespread
preparatory-school superstition that, if you cross your fingers
when telling a lie, it docs not count. Hence certainly in many
countries a feeling that it is unlucky to cross the legs ; Frazer
quotes examples from Germany and the Balkans ; no ancient
Roman, so Pliny tells us (Nat, Hist., xxviii, 59), would
do so at any public council or sacrifice, and at Athens to do
so was at least ill-bred. And Ovid describes how the goddess
of child-birth " held up " the birth of Herakles by crossing
her legs and arms (Metamorphoses, ix, 285).
Again, " do not on the auspicious feast-day of the gods
cut dry from quick on the Five Branches with bright
iron."
This, at first sight one of the most obscure maxims in,
the collection, is also one of the most interesting* " The Five-
Branched Thing '* is a periphrasis for " hand ", also found
1	n vi, ace,
2	G,B.*, iii, "Taboo and the Perils of the Soul," pp, 208-9.

